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How large the data can be

[KDnuggets Poll, 2013]



What’s wrong with large-scale data?

Q: Can we sample a small subset out of the 
data and analyze the subset?
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the number of examples



Why matters

[Banko and Brill, ACL01]

He is tallest ____ the 
students.
A.   among
B.   between

Confusion set 
disambiguation task

feature: the set of 
words in a window 
of the blank
memory-based: the 
before and the after 
words
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Sampling - check the “largeness”
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What’s wrong with large-scale data?

Q: Can we sample a small subset out of the 
data and analyze the subset?

A: No, the data set size strongly related to the 
analysis quality

Q: Is that always true?

A: No, we should check if the data is really 
large.

Q: What’s the difficulties in real large data?

Time and Space



Alleviate the time difficulty

• Use simple & fast algorithms

• Accelerate algorithms
• Online/one-pass algorithms 
• Better data structures
• Randomization and aggregation

• Parallelize algorithms



Using simple algorithms

Algorithms that run fast

Naive Bayes classifiers

Decision trees

Linear classifiers (without kernel)
LibSVM/LibLinear



w = w + ⌘yx

Online/One-pass algorithms

Batch learning

Online learning

build a model from a batch of examples

examples come as a stream

w = 01. 

2. for each example
    if sign(yw>

x) < 0

Perceptron:
Naive Bayes



w = w + ⌘yx

Online/One-pass algorithms

Batch learning

Online learning

build a model from a batch of examples

examples come as a stream

w = 01. 

2. for each example
    if sign(yw>

x) < 0 @yw>
x

@w
= yx

gradient ascent

Perceptron:
Naive Bayes



Better data structure

Finding frequent item sets

{} 

f:4 c:1 

b:1 

p:1 

b:1 c:3 

a:3 

b:1 m:2 

p:2 m:1 

 TID Items
T100 f, a, c, d, g, i, m, p
T200 a, b, c, f, l, m, o
T300 b, f, h, j, o, w
T400 b, c, k, s, p
T500 a, f, c, e, l, p, m, n

from table jointing to tree structure 

Apriori FP-Tree



kd-tree:               on average
cover-tree:

hashing methods for approximate NN search

O(log n)

O(n)

Better data structure

Finding nearest neighbors

brute-force: 

O(log n) [Beygelzimer, et al. ICML'06]

hr(x) = sign(r>x)

P (hr(x1) = hr(x2)) = 1� ✓(x1,x2)

⇡

LSH functions:                           whereH = {hr}(r 2 Bn)

Locality sensitive hashing



kd-tree:               on average
cover-tree:

O(log n)

O(n)

C�1 Ci
C+1Ci�1

Better data structure

Finding nearest neighbors

brute-force: 

O(log n)

2i

2i
... ...

[Beygelzimer, et al. ICML'06]



Randomization and Aggregation

gradient decent

stochastic gradient decent (SGD)

calculate gradient over all examples

calculate gradient over some examples

average all the intermediate results to reduce 
variance

optimal model may not necessarily be optimal



Randomization and Aggregation

stochastic gradient boosting [J. Friedman, JCSDA’02]



Randomization and Aggregation

SGD classification
[Lin and Kolcz, SIGMOD’12]



Randomization and Aggregation
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Random forest

(regression)

(classification)
randomly 
sample data

randomized decision tree

subset fast and parallelizable



Parallelization

algorithm and data
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parallel

Decision tree:  select the best split points in parallel

Parallel ensemble:  train base learners in parallel



Alleviate the space difficulty

• Use online/one-pass/incremental algorithms
Decision tree: C5.0

• Use distributed computing architectures



Distributed computing architectures

Parallel v.s. distributed computing

algorithm and data
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Distributed computing architectures

MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on Large Clusters
[Dean and Ghemawat, OSDI’04]



Distributed computing architectures

MapReduce
Counting word frequency

a large set of documents

docs docs docs docs docs docs

machine 1 machine 2 machine 3 machine 4 machine 5 machine 6

frequency 
vector

frequency 
vector

frequency 
vector

frequency 
vector

frequency 
vector

frequency 
vector

Map

Reduce

sum of frequency vectors



Distributed computing architectures

MapReduce
Learning decision tree

color

weight not 
sweet

not 
sweet

sweet

use MapReduce to find 
the best split of a node

for every possible split point
map: 
    split data to count the instance in each side
reduce:
    the impurity/IG of the split 



Distributed computing architectures

MapReduce

[Panda, et al., VLDB’09]

Learning decision tree



A suggestion

check if the data 
is really big

sample a small set 
and run algorithm

data is too big to 
fit my PC memory

noyes

adopt distributed 
computing

yesno
I am in a hurry. Or I am 

rich to have many 
computers.

Use randomization and 
aggregation methods

Use simple but fast 
methods

yes

I am really in a hurry

yes no

no



Big Data



What is big data?

Big Data

big data is a collection of data set so large and 
complex that it becomes difficult to process 
using on-hand database management tools. [wikipedia]

capture

curation

storage
search

sharing

analysis

visualization



Is “big data” new

“Data	  mining	  is	  the	  analysis	  of	  (often	  large)	  
observational	  data	  sets	  to	  find	  unsuspected	  
relationships	  and	  to	  summarize	  the	  data	  in	  novel	  
ways	  that	  are	  both	  understandable	  and	  useful	  to	  
the	  data	  owner.”

mining large-scale data is not a new task

The 1st VLDB: 1975

The 1st KDD: 1995 large database
large datasets 
data: GB
CPU 99MHz
RAM: 400MB

FT-Tree (KDD’04):
10 million transactions



Why big data is so hot



Why big data is so hot

[from Forbes]

Companies, products, and technologies included in the Big Data Landscape:
- Splunk, Loggly, Sumo Logic
- Predictive Policing, BloomReach, Atigeo, Myrrix 
- Media Science, Bluefin Labs, CollectiveI, Recorded Future, LuckySort, DataXu, RocketFuel, Turn
- Gnip, Datasift, Space Curve, Factual, Windows Azure Marketplace, LexisNexis, Loqate, Kaggle, Knoema, Inrix
-  Oracle Hyperion,  SAP BusinessObjects, Microsoft Business Intelligence,IBM Cognos, SAS, MicroStrategy, GoodData, Autonomy, QlikView, Chart.io, Domo, 
Bime, RJMetrics
-  Tableau Software, Palantir, MetaMarkets, Teradata Aster, Visual.ly, KarmaSphere, EMC Greenplum, Platfora, ClearStory Data, Dataspora, Centrifuge, Cirro, 
Ayata, Alteryx, Datameer, Panopticon, SAS, Tibco, Opera, Metalayer, Pentaho
- HortonWorks, Cloudera, MapR, Vertica, MapR, ParAccel, InfoBright, Kognitio, Calpont, Exasol, Datastax, Informatica
- Couchbase, Teradata, 10gen, Hadapt, Terracotta, MarkLogic, VoltDB,
- Amazon Web Services Elastic MapReduce, Infochimps, Microsoft Windows Azure, Google BigQuery
- Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL, memsql, Sybase, IBM DB2
-  Hadoop, MapReduce, Hbase, Cassandra, Mahout
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Why big data is so hot


